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SECTION — A
Question No. 1 is compulsory.

Answer any five questions from the rest.
Marks : 50 Marks

1. Answer the following question in brief.      [5 × 2 = 10 Marks]
(a) Mention the challenges in implementing ‘Business Process Automation’.

Sol.1 (a) Challenges in implementing BPA
How can any organization adjust with these increased demands in an environment where, at the same time:
(i) The number of interfaces  with the customers is growing (e.g. phone, fax, email, sms, PDA, etc.)
(ii) The product, service and price options have increased the complexity of the business
(iii) Most organizations have a whole suite of 'build and buy' systems and applications, often

each with its own data format
(iv) Budgets are being cut.

1. (b) Distinguish between ‘Cache Memory’ and ‘Virtual Memeory’.
Sol.1 (b) Cache Memory:

i. There is a huge speed difference between Registers and Primary Memory. In order to
bridge these speed differences, we have cache memory.

ii. Cache (pronounced as cash) is a smaller, faster memory, which stores copies of the
data from the most frequently used main memory locations so that Processor/Registers
can access it more rapidly than main memory.

iii. It is the property of locality of reference, which allows improving substantially the effective
memory access time in a computer system.

Virtual Memory:
i. Virtual memory is an allocation of hard disk space to help RAM.
ii. Virtual Memory is in fact not a separate device but an imaginary memory area supported by

some operating systems (for example, Windows) in conjunction with the hardware.
iii. If a computer lacks the Random Access Memory (RAM) needed to run a program or

operation, Windows uses virtual memory to compensate.
iv. Virtual memory combines computer’s RAM with temporary space on the hard disk.
v. When RAM runs low, virtual memory moves data from RAM to a space(in the Hard

disk)called a paging file.
vi. Moving data to and from the paging file frees up RAM to complete its work.

1. (c) In what way a Switch is different from a Router in the computer networkes?
Sol.1 (c) Switch :

i. Switch is a communications processor that makes connections between telecommu-
nications circuits in a nelwork so that a telecommunications message can reach its
intended destination.

ii. Switches create temporary point-to-point links between two nodes on a network, and send
all data along the link,

iii. A switch works on a  full-duplex mode, i.e. computers can talk with each other on private
connections so multiple conversations can be carried on at the same time.
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Router :
i. Router is a communications processor that interconnects networks so that a telecommu-

nications message can be routed to its destination.
ii. Routes are devices which route data between several attached inputs and outputs.
iii. It is a device that connects two or more network with each other having same network

protocols.
iv. This device also helps to select the best route (shortest and most reliable route) for data

communication when there are multiple paths between them.

1. (d) What are the key aspects to be considered in implementing e-commerce ?
Sol.1 (d) Successful  implementation  of e-Commerce  requires  involvement  of  key stakeholders  and

should ideally include representatives from: accounting! finance, internal audit, IT security,
telecommunications, end users, system analysts, and legal.  Further, key trading partners,
external auditors, and representatives from other institutions such as banks, trading houses,
brokers, and other third-party services should also be involved to obtain valuable insight into
the design and deployment of the e-Commerce solution. Other key aspects to be considered
are as follows:

(i) Implementing appropriate policies, standards and guidelines
(ii) Performing cost benefit analysis and risk assessment to ensure value delivery
(iii) Implementing the right level of security across all layers and processes
(iv) Establishing and implementing the right level of baseline (best practice) controls
(v) Integration of e-Commerce with the business process and the physical delivery channels
(vi) Providing adequate user training
(vii) Performing post implementation review to ensure controls are working as envisaged.

1. (e) Define ‘On-line processing’ and ‘Real-time processing.
Sol.1 (e) i. Online Processing : Here, the transactions are recorded at the moment they occur,

e.g. Billing and stock records in a Department store at the point of sale counter.
ii. Real Time Processing : An application that allows query handling / responses to

updates in system is called Real Time Processing System, e.g. Booking of Railway
Ticket through Internet.

2. An E- Commerce site has the following cash back offers.       [8 Marks]
(i) If the purchase mode is via website, an initial discount of 10% is given on the bill amount.
(ii) If thej purchase mode is via phone app, an initial discount of 20% is given on the bill amount
(iii) If done via any other pruchase mode, the customer is not eligible for any discount.

Every purchase eligible to discount is given 10 reward points.
(a) If the reward points are between 100 and 200 points, the customers is eligible for a further

30% discount on the bill amount after initial discount.
(b) If the reward points exceed 200 points, the customer is eligible for a further 40% discount on

the bill amount after initial discount.
Taking purchase mode, bill amount and number of purchases as input, draw a flowchart to
calculate and display the total reward points and total bill amount payable by the customer
after all the discount calculation.
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Sol.
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3. (a) Mention briefly the different types of application software.        [2 × 4 = 8 Marks]
Sol.3 (a) Types of Application Software

The different types of application software are:
i. Application Suite:

(a) This has multiple applications bundled together. Related functions, features
and user interfaces interact with each other.

(b) Example: MS Office 2010 which has MS Word, MS Excel, MS Access, etc.

ii. Enterprise Software:
(a) This addresses an enterprise's needs and data flow in a huge distributed environment.
(b) Example: ERP Applications like SAP.

iii. Enterprise Infrastructure Software:
(a) This provides capabilities required to support enterprise software systems.
(b) Example email servers, Security software.

iv. Information Worker Software:
(a) This addresses individual needs required to manage and create information

for individual projects within departments.
(b) Example Spreadsheets, CAAT (Computer Assisted Audit Tools),etc.

v. Content Access Software:
(a) This used to access contents and addresses a desire for published digital

con tent and entertainment.
(b) Example Media Players, Adobe Digital etc.

vi. Educational Software:
(a) These holds contents adopted for use by students.
(b) Example Examination Test CDs

vii. Media Development Software:
(a) These Addresses individual needs to generate and print electronic media for

others to consume.
(b) Example Desktop Publishing, Video Editing etc. Some of the most popular

and widely accepted.

3. (b) What are the major advantage and disadvantages of DBMS ?
Sol.3 (b) Advantages of DBMS: Major advantages of DBMS are given as follows:

i. Permitting data sharing: One of the principle advantages of a DBMS is that the
same information can be made available to different users.

ii. Minimizing Data Redundancy: In a DBMS duplication of information or redundancy
is, if not eliminated, carefully controlled or reduced i.e. there is no need to repeat the
same data over and over again. Minimizing redundancy can therefore significantly
reduce the cost of storing information on hard drives and other storage devices.

iii. Integrity can be maintained: Data integrity is maintained by having accurate,
consistent, and up-to-date data. Updates and changes to the data only have to be
made in one place in DBMS ensuring Integrity. The chances of making a mistake
increase if the same data needs to be changed at several different places than making
the change in one place.

iv. Program and file consistency: Using a DBMS, file formats and programs are
standardized. This makes the data files easier to maintain because the same rules
and guidelines apply across all types of data. The level of consistency across files
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and programs also makes it easier to manage data when multiple programmers are
involved.

v. User-friendly: DBMS makes the data access and manipulation easier for the user.
DBMS also reduce the reliance of users on computer experts to meet their data
needs.

vi. Improved security: DBMSs allow multiple users to access the same data resources
which could lead to risk to an enterprise if not controlled. Security constraints can be
defined i.e. Rules can be built to give access to sensitive data. Some sources of
information should be protected or secured and only viewed by select
individuals.Through the use of passwords, database management systems can be
used to restrict data access to only those who should see it.

vii. Achieving program/data independence: In a DBMS data does not reside in applications
but data bases program & data are independent of each other.

viii. Faster application development: In the case of deployment of DBMS, application
development becomes fast. The data is already therein databases, application developer
has to think of only the logic required to retrieve the data in the way a user needs.

Disadvantages of a DBMS :
There are basically two major downsides to using DBMSs. One of these is cost (both system
and user training), and the other is the threat to data security. These are given as under:
i. Cost: Implementing a DBMS system can be expensive and time-consuming, especially

in large enterprises. Training requirements alone can be quite costly.
ii. Security: Even with safeguards in place, it may be possible for some unauthorized

users to access the database. If one gets access to database then it could be an all
or nothing proposition.

4. (a) Mention the two categories of encryption/decryption methods. What ate two basic approaches to
encryption ?         [2 × 4 = 8 Marks]

Sol.4 (a) There are two categories of encryption/decryption-
i. Secret Key Method : In secret Key encryption/decryption method, the same key is

used by both sender and the receiver. The sender uses, this key and an encryption
algorithm to encrypt data; the receiver uses the same key and the corresponding
decryption is the inverse of the algorithm used for encryption.

ii. Public Key Method : In public key encryption, there are two key: a private key and a
public key. The private key is kept by the receiver and the public key is announced to
the public.

There are two approches of encryption model-

(a) Hardware encryption
i. It is a pre-defined encryption model where data and information is transmitted only in

encrypted format.
ii. In this method devices are available at reasonable cost & can support high speed traffic.
iii. Example :– If the internet is being used to exchange information among branch
offices or development collaborates.
iv. This approach ensure that all the traffic between the office & other location is secure.

(b) Software encryption
i. This approach is used with some specific application.
ii. It is external to the communication channel and can be re-defined based on user’s

needs.
iii. It offers more flexibility than Hardware encryption.
iv. Example: – Certain E-mail packages provide encryption & decryption for message security.
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4. (b) Mention briefly the prominent characteristics of a ‘Client-Server’ architecture.
Sol.4 (b) Some of the prominent characteristics of C/S architecture are as follows:

(i) Service: C/S provides as clean separation of function based on the idea of service.
The server process is a provider of services and the client is a consumer of services.

(ii) Shared Resources: A server can service many clients at the same time and regulate
their access to the shared resources.

(iii) Transparency of Location: C/S software usually masks the location of the server
from the clients by the redirecting the service calls when needed.

(iv) Mix - and - Match: The ideal C/S software is independent of hardware or Operating
System software platforms.

(v) Scalability: In a C/S environment, client workstations can either be added or removed
and also the server load can be distributed across multiple servers.

(vi) Integrity: The server code and server data is centrally managed, which results in
cheaper maintenance and the guarding of shared data integrity. At the same time, the
clients remain personal and independent.

5. (a) What is meant by a ‘Decision Support System’ ? Give a brief description of its components.
       [2 × 4 = 8 Marks]

Sol.5 (a) Meaning:
i. A Decision Support System (DSS) is a computer-based information system that sup-

ports business  or organizational decision-making  activities.
ii. DSS is an interactive software-based  system intended to help decision makers com-

pile useful information from raw data, documents, personal knowledge, and/or busi-
ness models to identify and solve problems and make decisions.

iii. DSS serve the management, operations, and plannings levels of an entity, and help to
make decisions, which may be rapidly changing and not easily specified in advance.

iv. DSS can be either fully computerized, human or a combination of both.
v. DSS only facilitates a manager in making operational decisions, but the ultimate

burden of responsibility lies with the manager.
vi. DSS cover a wide variety of systems, tools and technologies, and includes on- Line

Analytical processing (OLAP).
DSS has four basic components:

i. The user: The  user is usually  a manager  with an unstructured  or semi-structured
problem to solve and may be at management - level of an organization.

ii. One or more databases: Databases contain both routine and non-routine data from
both internal and external sources.

iii. Planning languages:  Planning languages can either  be general-purpose  or  special
purpose allowing users to perform routine tasks and specific tasks respectively.
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iv. Model Base: Model base is the brain of the DSS as it performs data manipulations
and computations with the data provided to it by the user and the database. The
planning language in DSS allows the user to maintain a dialogue with the model base.

5. (b) Discuss key components of an ‘Expert System’.
Sol.5 (b) Expert system takes into consideration knowledge, facts and user interface with the help of

knowledge engineer to accomplish the task. Components of Expert System are-
i. Knowledge Base:

(a) A knowledge base is the computer  equivalent  of all the knowledge and in-
sight that an expert or group of experts develop  through  years  of experience
in their field.

(b) This includes the data, knowledge, relationships, rules of thumb (heuristics),
and decision trees used by experts to solve a particular problem.

(c) The knowledge base of expert systems  encloses  both realistic and heuristic
knowledge.

ii. Inference Engine:
(a) This program  contains the logic and reasoning mechanisms that simulate the

expert logic process and deliver  advice.
(b) It uses data obtained from both the knowledge base and the user to make

associations and inferences, form its conclusions, and recommend a course
of action.

iii. User Interface:
This program allows the user to design,  create, update, use and communicate with
the expert system.

iv. Explanation facility:
This facility provides the user with an explanation of the logic the ES used to arrive at
its conclusion.

v.  Database of Facts:
(a) This holds the users input about the current problem.
(b) The user may begin by entering as much as they know  about the problem  or

the inference engine may prompt for details or ask whether certain conditions
exist.

(c) Gradually a database of (acts is built up which the inference engine will use
to come to a decision.

(d) The quality and quantity of data gained from the user will influence the reliability of
the decision.

6. (a) Discuss any four advantages of Cloud Computing.         [2 × 4 = 8 Marks]
Sol.6 (a) Major advantages of Cloud Computing include -

i. Easy Access: Using Cloud Computing, the User can access the information and
applications from any place where there is an Internet connection, using any registered
device. The User can move beyond time-zone and geographic-location issues, without
the worry of data location and its maintenance,

ii. Quick Deployment: Cloud Computing has the advantage of quick deployment, i.e.
the entire system can be fully functional in a matter of a few minutes, depending on the
technology in use.

iii. Easy for Backup and Recovery: Since all data is stored in the Cloud, backup and
restoring is relatively easier than that on a physical device. Most Cloud Service
Providers are competent enough to handle recovery of information.
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iv. Automatic Software Integration: In the cloud, Software Integration occurs automatically,
without additional efforts to customize and integrate the applications as per User's
preferences. Cloud Computing also permits customization with greater ease, i.e. select
those services and software applications that fits best to the Entity.

6. (b) What is meant by ‘controls’ BPA ? What are their major objectives ?
Sol.6 (b) Control is defined  as policies, procedures, practices and organization structure that are

designed to provide reasonable assurance that business  objectives  are achieved  and
undesired events are prevented or detected and corrected.

Control Objectives
Major control objectives are given as follows:
i. Authorization -ensures that all transactions are approved by responsible personnel in

accordance with their specific or general authority before the transaction is recorded.
ii. Completeness - ensures  that no valid transactions  have been omitted from the accounting

records.
iii. Accuracy -  ensures  that all valid transactions  are accurate,  consistent  with the originating

transaction data, and information is recorded in a timely manner.
iv. Validity -ensures that all recorded transactions fairly represent the economic events that

actually  occurred, are lawful in nature,  and have been executed in accordance  with
management's general authorization.

v. Physical Safeguards and Security: ensures that access to physical assets and information
systems are controlled and properly restricted to authorized personnel.

vi. Error Handling -  ensures  that errors detected  at any stage of  processing receive prompts
corrective action and are reported to the appropriate level of management.

vii. Segregation of Duties - ensures that duties are assigned to individuals in a manner that
ensures that no one individual can control both the recording function and the procedures
relative to processing a transaction.

7. Write short notes on any four of the following:         [2 × 4 = 8 Marks]
(a) Firewall

Sol.7 (a) i. It is a device  that forms  a barrier  between  a secure  and an open environment when the
latter environment is usually considered hostile, for example, the Internet.

ii. It acts as a system or combination of systems that enforces a boundary between more
than one networks.

iii. Access controls are common form of controls encountered in the boundary subsystem
by restricting the use of system resources to authorized users, limiting the actions authorized
users can take with these resources and ensuring that the users obtain only authentic
system resources.

7. (b) Entity -  Relationship Diagram
Sol.7 (b) An Entity - Relationship (ER) diagram is a data modeling technique that creates a graphical

representation of the entities, and the relationships between entities, within an information
system. ER diagrams repeatedly bring into play symbols to symbolize three dissimilar types
of information.
i. Boxes are commonly used to represent entities. An entity may be ‘physical object’

such as a house or a car, an ‘event’ such as a house sale or a car service,or a
‘concept’ such as a customer transaction or order. The entity is represented by a
rectangle and labeled with a singular noun.

ii. Diamonds are normally used to represent relationships. A relationship is an
association that exists between two entities. For example, Instructor teaches Class or
Studend attends Class. Most relationships can also be state inversely. For example,
Class is touch by Instructor. The relationship on an ER Diagram are represented by
lines drawn between the entities involved in the association.
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iii. Ovals are used to represent attributes.

Meaning Symbol

Entity Entity

Attribute
Attribute

KeyAttribute
KeyAttribute

Relationship
Relationship

7. (c) WhatsApp Messenger
Sol.7 (c) i. WhatsApp Messenger is a cross - platform mobile messaging app which allows to

exchnage messages without having to pay for SMS.
ii. It uses the internet to send text messages, images , video , user location and audio

media message to other users using standard cellular mobile numbers.
iii. It is most globally Popular messaging Application for smartphones that operates un-

der a subscription business model.

7. (d) MS Office Applications
Sol.7 (d) i. Word processing - Word use of a computer to perform automatically many of the

tasks necessary to prepare typed or printed documents
ii. Electronic mail :- Use of a computer network that allows users to send, store and

retrieve messages using terminals and storage devices.
iii. Voice mail:- Requires computers with an ability to store audio messages digitally and

convert them back upon retrieval.
iv. Electronic Calendaring : - Use of a networked computer to store and retrieve a

manager's appointment calendar. Allows other managers' calendars to be accessed and
facilitates scheduling.

v. Video conferencing : Use of television equipment to link geographically dispersed
conference participants.

vi. Desktop video conferencing : Video and audio equipment are attached to each
workstation in the network enabling the two-way communication of picture and way
communication of picture and sound

vii. Fax : Use special equipment that can read a document at one end of communication
channel and make a copy at the other end.

viii. Imaging : Uses Optical character Recognition (OCR) to convert data on paper to a
digital format for storage in a secondary storage devices.

7. (e) Core Banking System
Sol.7 (e) Meaning:

i. CORE stands for "Centralized  Online Real-time Environment".
ii. Core Banking System may be defined as the set of basic software components that

manage the services provided by a bank to its customers through its branches.
iii. Core banking  systems  are the heart of  a  bank.
iv. These systems are running 24 × 7 to support Internet banking, global operations, and

real time transactions via ATM, Internet, phone, and debit card.
v. In Core Banking  Solutions (CBS) communication technology and information

technology are merged to suit core needs of banking.
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Functions :
The various elements of core banking include:
i. Making and servicing loans;
ii. Opening new accounts;
iii. Processing cash deposits and withdrawals;
iv. Processing payments and cheques;
v. Calculating interest;
vi. Customer relationship management (CRM) activities;
vii. Managing customer accounts;
viii. Establishing criteria or minimum balances, interest rates, number of withdrawals allowed and so on;
ix. Establishing interest rates; and
x. Maintaining records or all the banks transactions.

Examples of major core banking products are Infosys' Finacle, Nucleus FinnOne and Oracle's
FLEXCUBE.

SECTION - B
Question No. 8 is compulsory.

Answer any five questions from the rest.

8. (a) The environment has many different influences, but it is very difficult for the managers to
make sense of these influences. Why ? [3 Marks]

Sol.8 (a)
When a company does not react to environment changes the result is ; company cannot achieve in
objectives. Therefore, organization should continuously analyse its environment and its changes in
environment to achieve its objectives. And as per the changes of environment, organization should
have a strategy to overcome on any negative impact of the environment.
In general environment analysis serve the following goals or purpose :

i. Provide the understanding of current and potential changes in the environment.

ii. Provide needed inputs for strategic decision making such as, data on possible demand, etc.

iii. Facilitate strategic thinking in the organization which helps to provide rich source of ideas for
growth of organization.

8. (b) Key Success Factors (KSFs) are the rules that shape whether 'a' company will be financially
and competitively successful ? Do you agree with this statement ? How to identify an industry's
key success factors ? [3 Marks]

Sol.8 (b)
The Key Success Factors (KSFs) are the elements that affect the ability of a firm to prosper in the
market or industry. It varies from industry to industry. KSFs are the rules helping to achieve success
to firm, if followed.
KSFs help us to analyse the factors on which customers categorise between various vendors and
accordingly help to improve the desired field. Understanding the following questions’ help the firms to
identify the KSFs:
i. On what basis do customers choose between the competing brands of sellers? What product/

services features are crucial?
ii. What resources and competitive capabilities does a seller need to have to be competitively successful?
iii. What does it take for seller to achieve sustainable competitive advantages?
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8. (c) "A company should focus on external perspective to define its mission." Support this statement
with reasons. [3 Marks]

Sol.8 (c)
MISSION :  Mission is an element of company vision. Company management develops a vision based
on their capabilities, experience and changes management foresee in future. Based on this vision
company formulates a mission statement which becomes the basis for future orientation or direction of
company.

Some of the important features of mission are :
i. It is an expression of company's vision.
ii. It is an expression of company's future position and growth ambition.
iii. It tries to combine the expansion of existing business portfolio to the preferred futureportfolio,

Where the company wants to make its presence.
iv. It provides a guiding principle and common purpose to each member of organization.
v. It provides foundation to the future aim of organization.

8. (d) A Bakery starts producing pastries and other similar products. What type of diversification
strategy is being followed by it and why ? [3 Marks]

Sol.8 (d)
Concentric diversification: In concentric diversification, the new business is linked to the existing
businesses through process, technology or marketing. The new product is a spin-off/in exchange
from the existing facilities and products/processes. While in vertically integrated diversification, the
new product falls within the firm's current process-product chain, in concentric diversification, there
is a departure from this vertical linkage. The new product is only connected in a loop-like manner at
one or other points in the firm's existing process/technology/product chain. Kwality producing Ice-
cream is now capturing the domestic through its' new product curds.

8. (e) Explain any three prominent areas where Human, Resource Manager can play a strategic role.
     [3 Marks]

Sol.8 (e)
Areas of Human Resources Management :
i. Providing purposeful direction: The human resource management must be able to lead people

and the organization towards the desired direction. The management have to ensure that the
objectives of an organization becomes the objectives of each person working in the organization.

ii. Creating competitive atmosphere: By creating committed and competitive atmosphere
through opportunities organisation can groom the employees.

iii. Facilitation of change: The Human resources are more concerned with substance rather
than form, accomplishments rather than activities, and practice rather than theory. The human
resources should be provided enough opportunities for the same.

9. (a) State with reasons which of the following statement is correct or incorrect : [2 × 2 = 4 Marks]
(i) Business Process Reengineering (BPR) means partial modification or marginal

improvement in the existing work processes. [2 Marks]
(ii) Portfolio analysis helps the strategists in identifying and evaluating various businesses

of a company.      [2 Marks]
Sol.9 (a)

(i) False
A business process comprises a combination of number of independent or interdependent
processes as: Developing new product, Customer order processing, Bill payment system

The BPR concept can be better stated as restart of a business from scratch (zero) and
doesn’t refer to make-up, reconstruction, manipulation and new addition. It is quiet equivalent
to term in Budgeting called Zero-Base Budgeting.
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It refers to complete new Vision, Mission and Process. It starts with definition, scope, objective,
focus on learning, R&D, knowing customers attitude, understanding employees, adopting
new technology, redesigning the businesses, new plan of action.

(ii) True
The basic feature of any business is to manage set of products/services, business units and
Companies and these sets comprise to make a portfolio. And this management is the major
task of the business. Each product or services has its’ unique demand, margin and future.
Businesses cannot carry on all the products and business units when one of its’ product and
services is quiet in demand or profitable and other not so viable. They need to analyze their
portfolio from time to time to identify products and business units to be continued and which
to switch over by sale, closure, etc. and where it should further invest/expansion.
Portfolio analysis helps organization to maintain only those products and business units which
make the best fit to organization strengths and provide maximum returns to shareholder values.

9. (b) "Supply Chain Management is conceptually wider than ' Logistic Management." Explain.
[3 Marks]

Sol.9 (b)
Supply chain management helps in implementation of logistics strategies. Effective logistic
strategy will have ready solutions to the following questions :
i. Which sources of raw materials and components are available?
ii. How many manufacturing locations are there?
iii. What products are being made at each manufacturing location?
iv. What modes of transportation should be used for various products?
v. Should the business organization own the transport vehicles?

Improvement in logistics can results in savings in cost of product/services and thus increased
profits. Effective logistics strategy can help a business in :
i. Cost savings ii. Improved delivery time iii. Competitive advantage
iv. Reduced inventory v. Customer satisfaction

10. What is Benchmarking ? Explain the various steps in Bench marking - process:       [7 Marks]
Sol.10 Benchmarking is an approach of setting goals and measuring productivity based on best industry

practices. Benchmarking provide standards against which performances can be measured.
Benchmarking helps in improving performance by learning from best practices and the processes by
which they are achieved. It involves regularly comparing different aspects of performance with the
best practices, identifying gaps and finding out methods to reduce the gaps and also to improve the
situations so that the gaps are positive for the organization.
Benchmarking is a process of continuous improvement in search for competitive advantage. It
measures a company’s products, services and practices against those of its competitors or other
renowned leaders in their field. It can be intra-firm, inter-firm, intra-industry or even inter-industry.
For example, many of the placement consultancy firms provide manpower at a professional charges
@ 8.33% and free replacement period (period within which an employee leaves the organisation) of
60 days others at the charges of 7.5% giving a period of 30 days for free replacement but Simplified
Manpower Solutions owned and managed by S.K.Jha and run basically from Kolkata is charging only
7.5%, turnaround time (within which candidate will be offered after order from concerned company) is 7
days and free replacement provided by other consultancy is 30 days period that this company provides of
60 days.
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This changes for charges and duration is benchmarking.
Organisation can use benchmarking process to achieve improvement in diverse range of areas like:

 Maintenance operations  Customer services

 Product costing  Plant utilization levels

 Product distribution  Human resource management

The Benchmarking Process or Steps :
,Benchmarking processes lack standardization because it varies from activity to activity that has been
selected for benchmarking. However, common steps are as follows:
i. Identifying the need for benchmarking and planning by defining the objectives and selecting

the type of benchmarking
ii. Clearly understanding existing business processes:

Compiling information and data on performance by different methods such as interviews,
visits and filling of questionnaires helps understanding their processes.

iii. Identify best processes: Within the selected framework, best processes are identified. These
may be within the same organization or external to them.

iv. Compare own processes and performance with that of others:
(a) Comparing gaps in performance between the organization
(b) Identifying better performers.
(c) Analyzing gaps to seek explanation and justification for such gap.
(d) Feasibility and possibility (because of certain limitations) of making the improvements

is also examined.

v. Prepare a report and Implement the steps necessary to close the performance gap: A report
containing recommendations is prepared. The report includes the action plan(s) for
implementation.

vi. Evaluation :
(a) Evaluate the results of the benchmarking process in terms of improvements in terms

of objectives and other criteria set for the purpose.
(b) Periodically evaluate and reset the benchmarks in the light of changes in the conditions

that impact the performance.
11. (a) Identify with reasons the type of growth strategies followed in the following cases : [4 Marks]

(i) A leading producer of confectionery products advertising the new uses of its product
`Chokoo Mix' aggressively.

(ii) A company in' publishing industry deciding to revise college text books.
(iii) A renowned company in textile industry starting to manufacture PFY and PSF, critical

raw materials for textiles.
(iv) A business giant in auto manufacturing enters into edible oils, hotels, financial services,

and dairy businesses.
Sol.11 (a)

(i) Market penetration strategy: The firm directs its resources to the profitable growth of a single
product, in a single market, and with a single technology.

(ii) Product development strategy: involves substantial modification of existing products or creations
of new but related items that can be marketed to current customers through establish channels.

(iii) Backward Integration : Vertically moving up in the Product-process chain.
(iv) Conglomerate diversification: In conglomerate diversification, no such linkage exists. The

new businesses/ products are different from the existing businesses/products in every way.
Videocon entering market of mobile and telecom operator from consumer durables.
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11. (b) 'To coordinate more complex organizational functions, companies should abandon the simple
structure in favour of the functional structure' Discuss. [3 Marks]

Sol.11 (b)
Functional Structure: This structure is created by grouping together similar tasks into different
functions like Finance, Marketing, Production and HR, etc. Normally a functional structure consist of
i. Corporate Level: CEO or MD and other heads
ii. Functional Level: Heads/line managers for major functions like Marketing, Finance, HR, etc
1. Meaning:

(a) Functional or Centralized Organizational Structure is created by grouping together,
the entire work to be done into major functional departments.

(b) The Functional Structure consists of –
 Corporate Level: A Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or a Managing Director,

and other Heads,
 Functional Level: Line Managers in major functions like Production,

Accounting, Marketing,  R&D, Engineering, and Human Resources.
2. Departmentation:

(a) In a Functional Structure, each major function of business is organized as a separate
Department.

(b) Within the Department, the work can be divided into different Sections and Sub-
Sections.
(c) Within each Sub-Section, work can be organized from top to bottom by entrusting the

work or each unit of job J task, to lower levels.
12. (a) Can a business succeed in the long run by focusing only on profit as its primary objective ?

What are other objectives of a business ? [4 Marks]
Sol.12 (a)

Objectives of Business :
A business always has some purpose and no doubt the most important purpose of business is achieving
profitability and growth. Following are some important purposes of business.

i. Survival: Initially, the business has the biggest challenge to enter and stay long in the market.
It should have the capability to survive markets pressure. A business should think with a vision
of long term and not to earn profit, expansion and efficiency since start of the business. This
objective is the basic and understood objective for almost every organisation at the day when
it has started the business.

ii. Stability: Stability means continuity of business even in adverse condition. An enterprise or
business  should achieve stability in terms of customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction
etc. This is the least resistance objective and quiet common when the environment is not
favourable.

iii. Profitability: This is one of the most important and but natural objectives of business. But, to
earn profit and continue the same an organisation should not work by hook or crook but
should earn profit working under rules and regulations, considering and not compromising
long-term effect.
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iv. Growth: The growth should be in terms of profit, revenue, employee prosperity, etc. which is
next most tough objectives of a business. Growth might take the form of expansion,
diversification, integration, acquisition, etc.

v. Efficiency: A long term object is successful when it is working efficiently in its? entire field.
business should always try to achieve the best in its field. Efficiency is considered in terms of
productivity, energy consumption and waste reduction, balanced accounting and financial
ratios, etc. Due to repeated and continuous movement in the same direction the people feel
comfortable and at the same time tries to find the newer and improved means to achieve the
same target quicker and thus reduces time and also find ways and means to avoid any
wastes. It is an economic version of the technical objective of productivity.

12. (b) 'Organizations sustain superior performance over a long period of time, inspite of the rapid
changes taking place continually in its competitive environment if they implement strategic
management successfully.' Discuss. [3 Marks]

Sol.12 (b)
Importance of Strategic Management :
i. Discover organization's strengths and weaknesses.
ii. Identify the available opportunities and possible threats.
iii. Discover the objectives and goals in line with organizations strengths and available opportunities.
iv. Implement changes to overcome weaknesses and manage the threats.
v. Provide vision/mission or direction to future of organization.
vi. Build a dynamic and strong organization.
vii. Help to achieve growing and stable organization.

13. Distinguish between the following :
(a) Transformational Leadership Style and Transactional Leadership Style. [4 Marks]

Sol.13 (a)
APPROACHES TO LEADERSHIP : Two basic approaches to leadership can be transformational
leadership style and transactional leadership style.

I. Transformational leadership style:
Transformational leadership style use charisma and enthusiasm to inspire people to exert them for
the good of the organization. Transformational leadership style may be appropriate in turbulent
environments, in industries at the very start or end of their life-cycles, in poorly performing
organizations when there is a need to inspire a company to embrace major changes. Transformational
leaders offer excitement, vision, intellectual stimulation and personal satisfaction. They inspire
involvement in a mission, giving followers a "dream? or "vision? of a higher calling so as to elicit
more dramatic changes in organizational performance. Such a leadership motivates followers to
do more than originally affected to do by stretching their abilities and increasing their self-confidence,
and also promote innovation throughout the organization.

II. Transactional Leadership Style :
i. Transactional leadership style focus more on designing systems and controlling the

organization’s activities and are more likely to be associated with improving the current
situation.

ii. Transactional leaders try to build on the existing culture and enhance current practices.
iii. Transactional leadership style uses the authority of its office to exchange rewards,

such as pay and status.
iv. They prefer a more formalized approach to motivation, setting clear goals with explicit

rewards or penalties for achievement or non-achievement.
v. Transactional leadership style may be appropriate   in settled environment, in growing

or mature industries, and in organizations that are performing well.
vi. The style is better suited in persuading people to work efficiently and run operations

smoothly.
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13. (b) Micro and Macro Environment. [3 Marks]
Sol.13 (b)

Micro Environment Macro Environment

Employees. How are the, organized

Customers: the basis on which firm relies on
them

Finances: How it can be raised

Suppliers: How are links being developed
between supplier and firm.

Community: The place (Community) where
the firm operates

Competition: How others are performing.

Competition. Who are the competitors
and and how they operate?

Technology. Which area of technology
might nose a threat to their product range
and why?

Bargaining power of Suppliers &
Customers

Type of competition faced and perceived
(thought) threat and weakness.

14. Write short notes on the following :
(a) Strategic Decision-making [4 Marks]

Sol.14 (a)
Strategic Decision Making : Decision making is a managerial process and it is a function of choosing
a particular course of action out of several alternative courses for the purpose of achieving
organization's objectives and goals. Decisions may relate to general day to day operations, can be
major or minor. They may also be strategic in nature. Strategic decisions are different in nature than
all other decisions which are taken at various levels of the organization during day-to-day working of
the organization.

i. The major dimensions of strategic decisions are :

 Strategic decisions require top-management involvement :  Strategic decisions
involve thinking in totality of the organization and also there is lot of risk involved. Hence,
problems calling for strategic decisions require to be considered by top management.

 Strategic decisions involve the allocation of large amounts of company resources
:It may require huge financial investment to venture into a new area of business or
the organization may require huge number of manpower with new set of skills in them.

 Strategic decisions are likely to have a significant impact on the long term
prosperity of the firm :  Generally, the results of strategic implementation are seen
on a long term basis and not immediately.

 Strategic decisions are future oriented : Strategic thinking involves predicting the
future environmental conditions and how to orient for the changed conditions.

 Strategic decisions  usually  have major multifunctional or multi-business
consequences  : As they involve organization in totality, they affect different sections of
the organization with varying degree.

 Strategic decisions necessitate consideration of factors in the firm's external
environment :  Strategic focus in organization involves orienting its internal
environment to the changes of external environment.

14. (b) Implementation Control [3 Marks]
Sol.14 (b)

Implementation control : Managers implement strategy by converting major plans into concrete,
sequential actions that form incremental steps. Implementation control is directed towards assessing
the need for changes in the overall strategy in light of unfolding events and results associated with
incremental steps and actions.
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Strategic implementation control is not a replacement to operational control. Strategic implementation
control, unlike operational controls continuously monitors the basic direction of the strategy. The two
basis forms of implementation control are :
(i) Monitoring strategic thrusts : Monitoring strategic thrusts help managers to determine

whether the overall strategy is progressing as desired or whether there is need for readjustments.
(ii) Milestone Reviews : All key activities necessary to implement strategy are segregated in

terms of time, events or major resource allocation. It normally involves a complete reassessment
of the strategy. It also assesses the need to continue or refocus the direction of an organization.

OR

Situational Analysis [3 Marks]
SITUATION ANALYSIS

Strategic analysis involves study of organization’s situation or position with respect to environment.
External and internal environment presents various uncertainties and complexities and only their clear
understanding helps in correct strategy formulation.

Thinking strategically
about a company's

external environment

Thinking strategically
about a company's

internal environment

Forming a
strategic

vision, where
company

wants to go

Identifying a
challenging

strategic
options for

the company

Select the
best strategy
and business
model for the

company

Fig.: Thinking strategically for choosing a strategy


